Most slow release fertilizers depend on temperature. The hotter it gets, the faster they release. And when it gets cold, they stop. In fact they start slowing down as bacterial activity slackens—when the temperature falls below 80°F. Winter starts for them long before the leaves fall.

IBDU is activated by water. As long as there is unfrozen moisture in the soil, IBDU is releasing nitrogen. At 40°F, the

IBDU works ’til

LOCAL PAR EX DISTRIBUTORS

Foster-Gardner Inc.
Coachella, Cal.
(714/398-4591)

Swift Chemical Co.
Los Angeles, Cal.
(213/254-5800)

Northern Cal. Fert. Co.
San Jose, Cal.
(408/292-7957)

Agri-Turf Supplies
Santa Barbara, Cal.
(805/963-3691)

Avon Cider Mill
Avon, Conn.
(203/677-0343)

McMullen Feed Store
Clearwater, Fla.
(813/446-5961)

Swift Chemical Co.
Winter Haven, Fla.
(813/293-3147)

Siemer Milling Co.
Teutopolis, Ill.
(217/857-3121)

Turf Products, Ltd.
Wheaton, Ill.
(312/668-5537)

Deisch-Benham, Inc.
Nappanee, Ind.
(219/773-7761)

Indiana Seed Co.
Noblesville, Ind.
(317/773-5813)

Tri-State Toro Co.
Davenport, Ia.
(319/326-4416)

Geo. W. Hill & Co.
Florence, Ky.
(606/371-8423)

Minnesota Turf Supply
St. Paul, Minn.
(612/454-3106)

Swift Chemical Co.
Jackson, Miss.
(601/366-7321)

Champion Turf Equip.
Kansas City, Mo.
(816/333-0000)
release rate for IBDU is only 25% slower than at 80°F. So your turf gets a steady meal whether it's hot or cold. When the winter freeze sets in, your turf will still be thick and green. And the IBDU will be ready to start feeding at the first thaw of spring. IBDU. It works longer to make your grass greener.
10 Practical Ideas for Bluegrass Health — Fusarium blight disease has become a major problem in the Northeast especially on bluegrasses. But several superintendents throughout this area have achieved successful control through timely applications of fungicide.

16 THE SEED LABEL — The turfgrass seed label appears to be simple and straightforward. But it implies many things and fails to clarify others. Anyone encountering frequent plantings should be familiar enough with the label to analyze all possible unseen consequences.

18 Measuring the Nutritive Values of Gypsum — Increasing turfgrass root activity has long been a goal of most growers. Dr. Guy Terwari, U.S. Gypsum Co., claims gypsum not only enhances root proliferation and penetration but also provides a source of calcium and sulfur.

22 Aquatic Plant Management — It's no secret that this country has an extensive aquatic weed problem. Botanist William Rushing feels we should think in terms of long range management of the aquatic system and not just immediate control of one facet. Rushing suggests an arsenal of aquatic plant management tools — biological, mechanical, chemical and others.

26 The White Amur Controversy — The search for biological control organisms for aquatic plants is on the increase. Probably the most heatedly-debated bio-control agent is the white amur. Alva Burkhalter takes a state-by-state look at amur research — past, present and proposed.

40 Sewage Sod Saves Time — Henry Decker, Buckeye Bluegrass Farms, has discovered a sod production short cut using sewage sludge or other waste material as a growing medium. Decker claims he can cut growing time, shipping weight and labor costs.
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When you talk about KENTUCKY BLUEGRASS, you're really talking about a combination of several important characteristics.


At E. F. Burlingham & Sons, we know. Because we've spent the last 70 years experimenting and developing higher quality grass seeds for your use. The results speak for themselves.

Not long ago, we introduced a hardy Swedish Kentucky Bluegrass to the United States. Its name: Sydsport.

One of the outstanding characteristics of this variety was its dense, rapid spreading root system. In this case, the roots were primarily responsible for the important winter hardiness, disease and drought-resistant characteristics which mark this Swedish import.

As a result, Sydsport has more than earned the reputation of being "the first grass to green and the last green to go."

Sydsport from E. F. Burlingham & Sons.

Just one of the many reasons why... when you talk about SYDSPORT, you talk about Burlingham.

E. F. Burlingham & Sons, P.O. Box 217, Forest Grove, OR 97116. Phone: (503) 357-2141; Telex 36-0274; Cable: Burlingham.

*Bonnieblue, Majestic, Sydsport and Birka Kentucky Bluegrasses and Koker Chewings Fescue.
We'll put our weed control crew
up against yours any day!

Would your crew promise (and deliver)! effective control of many weeds for as little as ten cents per thousand square feet?
Would they promise not to damage or weaken any growing stock they are cleared to handle?
Would they keep on working around the clock, month after month?
If not, turn the weed control job over to our crew. You couldn't ask for better, more dependable help!

Elanco Products Company, a division of Eli Lilly and Company, Department E-455, Indianapolis, Indiana 46206, U.S.A.

(Balan—benefin, Elanco)  (Treflan—trifluralin, Elanco)
Later this year the 5th anniversary of the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 becomes history. All is not sweetness and light, but the crucial period of government harassment relating to the Act is behind the industry.

This isn't to say the Act is to be taken lightly. Rather, the enforcement approach has changed greatly. Today, the OSHA arm of government is talking voluntary compliance. A businessman, large or small, in some areas may request a trained OSHA consultant to visit his workplace, explain which OSHA standards apply, and point out where violations exist.

Under no circumstances — according to John H. Stender, assistant secretary of labor for OSHA in a recent speech — will records of the visit be used to trigger an OSHA inspection. This program is a cooperative venture with states which accept the program and funding is to be shared equally by the state and the federal agency.

The inspection or consulting program is a part of the voluntary compliance route now being pushed by OSHA. Stender reports that OSHA is putting together a variety of booklets, checklists, and companion literature on standards to help employers, especially small employers. The idea is that they understand OSHA, develop their own safety and health programs, and conduct self-inspections of their own businesses.

Stender believes that self-inspection is an important and logical part of voluntary compliance. Employers, he says, know their own workplaces best and should be the first to know what the hazards are.

He further restates the position of OSHA as a regulatory agency, but recognizes that an effective enforcement program must be backed by an equally effective program of voluntary compliance. OSHA, he points out, cannot police five million workplaces which cover 60 million employees. This is why, he says, that the thrust of the agency has been directed toward reshaping a program directed at helping employers comply voluntarily.

In citing pluses for the agency, Stender said that work-related fatalities and illnesses dropped 7 percent between 1972 and '73. Work related deaths for all industries (including some not covered by OSHA) were down in 1974 by 5 percent.

---

Take the guesswork out of turf insect control

Diagnostic Aid from **TUCO**

Many turf insect larvae are night feeders, so the first evidence of their activity frequently is damaged turf. Diagnostic Aid, applied to turf as directed, causes insects to emerge to the surface within 10 minutes. They can be identified and counted to determine the level of infestation and whether an insecticide should be applied. It also can be used after insecticide application to measure the control obtained.

**Proxol** 80 SP Insecticide from **TUCO**

Proxol is the one insecticide developed especially for use on fine turf and ornamentals. Sod webworms and cutworms are two major groups of turf insects controlled by Proxol. It is estimated that each sod webworm larva can chew up 20 square inches of turf in its average life span of 20 to 40 days; the cutworm larva can devour up to 36 square inches. With 300 to 500 larvae generated from each adult in a period of 10 to 21 days, it becomes apparent why early detection and control are desirable. Using Diagnostic Aid and Proxol together lets you program insect control.

*Trademark

One bottle of Diagnostic Aid FREE in each case of Proxol 80 SP.
It takes a boy to do a man's job.

Our Cub 185 Lo-Boy® was built to do a man's work. And what makes him such a hero is the way he can manicure the largest lawn areas. His low profile gives him greater cutting stability on inclines and embankments, greater maneuverability under trees and close to bushes, and even easier cutting through thick and thin weeds and brush.

With the extra muscle of the new 18.5 hp engine the Lo-Boy won't be just a fair weather worker. Add a snow-thrower or a front blade, and the Lo-Boy clears out driveways and parking areas fast. Come spring, he's rarin' to go on landscaping, tilling, earth moving and hauling. And remember, there's a whole range of optional attachments available. All of them easily operated by the hydraulic lift and the independent PTO—sure fire ways to keep a Lo-Boy working your property year 'round.

But the Lo-Boy is more than rugged, it's dependable, too. Built-in IH quality, plus the new Service Maintenance Agreement, and ever reliable IH service will keep your Lo-Boy in great shape for years and years.

And the thing that really makes it easy to take on a Lo-Boy is the flexible finance plans available through an IH dealer. They require little or no down payment to qualified buyers. Stop in to see your dealer soon, and take a look at the Lo-Boy. He's all the help you'll need.
Fusarium Blight Control

Practical Ideas for Bluegrass Health

PRACTICAL APPROACHES and experience in the control of Fusarium blight disease are being reported in the Northeast in an area where this disease has become a major problem, especially on blue grasses such as Merion. The experience includes several years of trials on Pennsylvania golf courses that have been hit hard by a disease which thrives in summer when temperatures are constantly above 70 degrees.

Golf course superintendents have faced difficult disease problems with Merion, despite the fact that it generally holds up better than bent grass and does not need as much water or fertilizer. Also Merion can be cut at 1” — not ½” as on bent grass. But in spite of these maintenance advantages and the enthusiasm of golfers for Merion, the appearance of Fusarium blight several years ago threatened a number of well-known courses where Merion Blue was the dominant grass. The disease has customarily appeared about half a dozen years after the turf was well established, and control seemed to be elusive.

Now, it’s clear the disease can be stopped. Several superintendents of leading golf courses in southeastern Pennsylvania have achieved practical control in ’73 and ’74. They expect to continue their control programs for the coming season, as well. The programs are based on timely applications of fungicide. Following are the experiences of three.

Moselem Springs Success

Bare spots from mid-June on was the Fusarium blight challenge faced several years ago by superintendent Byron Knoll at Moselem Springs Golf Club at Fleetwood, Pa. Wilting grass turned brown on all of the fairways and small one-foot spots quickly coalesced into patches measuring six to eight feet in diameter. The disease first appeared on the course in 1970 and was rampant two years later. In June, 1973, Dr. Herbert Cole and his staff from Penn State and Knoll established a key series of 30 trials on a fairway close to the clubhouse. Their aim was to measure the control potential of alternate materials and to demonstrate what could be done to keep a fairway in good condition with disease-control compounds that would involve added maintenance cost — yet insure better turf.

“We used a show-and-tell technique to demonstrate how a fungicide can control disease,” says Knoll. “It was easy for our membership to see how Fusarium blight was stopped. The disease marched right up to the edge of the plots. We certainly developed a lot of interest in the control program.”

Moselem Springs had been developed with a 70 to 90 percent stand of Merion and with increasingly heavy disease pressure it provided almost a classic example in disease control. Cole’s trials included application of nine materials in mid-June, 1973, with a second application being made in early July. The rate used was 8 ounces per 1000 square feet, each time. The principal conclusion in these trials was that a heavy infection of Fusarium blight could indeed be controlled by a high rate of “Tersan” 1991. This fungicide proved the most effective treatment in the plots that were laid out across the fairway.

“The eight-ounce rate seemed like a ‘massive dose’ of material,” says Knoll. “But it did not kill the grass, and it did control Fusarium. And that’s why we expanded our control efforts in 1974. We also found we were getting control of other diseases.”

Last year Knoll used a boom sprayer to cover about 25 acres of turf on Moselem Springs fairways. The first application was made June 20, when the weather was cool and dry. Weather continued cool, and rain was seasonal — 2” fell in a span of several days. In mid-July small areas of Fusarium developed, apparently where the boom treatment had missed. These were spot treated — and results were immediate. A second general application on the fairways was made July 24 at the eight-ounce rate during a period of high humidity and high temperatures. Rains and irrigation of the course moved the material down into the critical root zone. About three weeks later, when disease spots turned up on some fairways, the turf was spiked and four ounces of the fungicide and five ounces of wetting agent were sprayed.

Superintendent Knoll sums up his disease control program at Moselem Springs: “A late season evaluation showed we were getting good control, except for minor Roseum breakthroughs and for boom misses in our 1974 treatments. We’re planning a repeat program for 1975. We have learned a lot about how to control Fusarium — and we certainly had better fairways to go into winter in 1974 than we have known for the last ten years. Our preventive disease control program represented only about